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brand new Nike Superfly Mercurial football shoes adhering to the "speed" of the core concept. Each of its components is designed to
play the full speed of the athletes. < p > "we through new mercurial soccer shoes to challenge people about speed of various ideas,
integrating science into the design so as to create the fastest soccer shoes," Nike football chief designer Jeongwoo Lee said, "we
focus on the overall design of this pair of shoes, so as to ensure that it is a true velocity system. In this system, all the materials are
integrated together and bring the best overall performance." Lee and his team and Nike innovation kitchen (Kitchen Innovation), Nike
Sports Research Laboratory (Sport Research Lab Nike) and Nike's track and field sports experts to cooperate. "Our insight into the
first breakthrough innovation is shoes better matching foot shape, to create a 1:1 fit," Lee continued, ", we have been using plane
inside the shoe bottom plate design. However, the soles of the feet of human being is not is flat." football game speed and style also
affect the design of Nike Flyknit shoes, this design is committed to enhance interaction between the shoes and the ball at high speed.
Nike was first introduced into the woven structures based on data to create to create the flyknit 'speed cable' ('speed rib') 3D braid.
Increased upper increases the coefficient of friction between the vamp and the football. "Previous mercurial soccer shoes the whole
vamp is completely consistent," Lee said, "and this time, we analyze the type of player speed rapidly running in how to use side foot
ball, and then transferred to the instep football median position to shoot, and thus to adjust the thickness of different parts of the cable
line." The speed of cable thinnest place 1 mm thick, in the forefoot region thickness up to 2.5 mm. The speed of the cable in the state
of motion can also show a color change. "Wearing a mercurial athletes never shoes at the foot of the embarrassing", Lee stressed
that, "we for the color of the upper application without a doubt is noteworthy, mercurial has been outstanding design thus obtained the
further improved." < p > "a new generation of mercurial soccer shoes is a significant breakthrough in the series shoes are brilliant
history," Lee concluded, "it is lighter than the previous series of shoes, more solid relying on advanced science and technology, is
committed to cooperating with the foot with, under a variety of conditions build excellent speed." The bottom plate and the foot new
natural contour fitting, eliminates the gap between the past and the sole shoes. This makes foot sole feel fit and comfort, so as not to
interfere with it and the shoes by synchronous movement. >
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